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^.bstract
An advective mixed-layer ocean model has been
developed by elimanat3.ng the assumption of hora^ontal
homogeneity in an already existing mixed-layer mac^el, and
then superimposing a mean and anomalous wind driven current
field phis model is based on the pxinciplP of conserves-
tion of heat and mechanical energy and utilizes a box grad
for the adveetave part of the-calculation. Three . phases of
experimentation.have been conducted. Tn the first phase, the
i
model's abili-^y to account for climatological sea--surface
temperature (SST) variations in the caolang and heating
seasons was evaluated. These experiments showed that the
inclusion of advecton results in a large improvement of the
model's aceuracy^and also illustrated the relative importance
of ad^ection and mimed-layer depth variations . . The second
phase of experimentation cons^.sted of a series of sensitivity
tests in^which the effect of hypothetical anomalous wands was
	
evaluatesd. These tests showed that sustained highly anomal-- 	 i
ous winds are capable of generating large-scale SST anomalies.
	
-
	 In the thixd_ phase of expe^:•i;^tei^tatiori, a thirty-day .. synoptic
calculation with the- model eras `conducted. For, the case
studied, .the accuracy of the predictions was S.mpr:oved by the
inclusia.n of advectaan, although non-^advect^.ve effects appear
to ha^re dominated,
^:
v^. a.
	^	 -	 -
.	 ,^
I1. Introduction
xt is well knovrn that the upper layers of the
_ o^ean.s undergo substantial temperature variat^.ans and that
these ^rariations awe primarily brought abo^.t by solar and
long--wave radiation, heat exchange with the atmosphere aid
heat transfer with^.n the ocean itself. Despite numerous
studies c^` oceanic heat transfer, there are still conflict-
ing opinions regarding the role of temperature advection
and the need for_ its inclusion in numerical models of tY^e
's-PPer ocean.:	 ^	 i
Namias (1959) was among the first to Quggest that
anomalous temperature advection ^.n the ocean could be a	 `^
1
major_ cause of ^.arge scale sea-surface temperature (.SST}
anomalies. Utiii^ing-the principle that anomalous winds pro--
duce an anomalous drag on the surface water and force an	 ^
anomalous Ekman drift, he computed surface water displace-
ment vectors by applying Ekman T s empirieal^formula
vo`^ 0.127
	
^1}
W
'..sin
to the. seasonal anomalous geostroph.ic wind distributa.on, where:
Vo a:s the speed of the eurface water current, ly ^:s the surface
wind s eed and ^ is the. latitude. He then superim Deed theseP	 p
displa.ceinent vectors on the normal sea-surface temperature
field. in order to computte simple- advec^L.ve changes. These
advectively computed SST anomalies were tide *^ compared :with
2the observed anomalies. Although only slight agreement
between the two fields could be Seen, Namias wee able to
conclude that advection does contribute to the formation
of SST anamaZies but that in this case, atlier factors must
have been dominant. He also suggested . that anor^alou^j winds
could .produce anomalous upwell.ing, do^;nwelling and air-sea
heat exchange. However, no attempt was made to determine
Y. ^
the relative importance of each.
Following this early work of. Namias, fiber (19^1^
.used monthly rather than seasonal, wind anomalies and the SSA'
,fields for the months being studied instead of long-term.
normals. For the same data period as Namias (1g^9), he found
a much closer agreement between the advectively computed SS's
anomalies and the observed anomalies for the. winter case, ,
while for the fall case he found only a slight agreement.
i
This led him to conclude that advection was the dominant fac-^
tar for the winter studied although other factors must have.
dominated during the fall. He then suggested that seasonal.
,^
variations of the thermal structure in the grind-mixed layer
might be significant but did not attempt to..EValuate.its effect.
Subsequent empirical studies_ by Namias :(1969, 197D,
1971-, ?972, 1973: 19 74) have added further credence to the
idea that advection wtha.n the- oceans can be a mayor cause'af
sS^ variations, and therefore the ^ene^ation Qf large-scale
t I I I	 I	 I	 i
-SST anomalies. ^n a study of large-scale variata.ons xn sera--
surface temperatures in the North Pacifa.c, Namias (19?Oj
illustrated haw water masses could be transported around
the North Pacific gyre and Yzov^r anomalous winds ar currents
.could affect this transport. In 1853 the zonal westerlies
were stxonger than normal and the torque an the Pacific gyre
Bras- increased, whi^.e ^.n 19G3 the zonal westerlies and sub,
tropical easterlies were much weaker then normal and the
torque on the Pacific gyre was greatly decreased. (This
tc7rque was actua3.ly reversed during the winter of 19&3. )
Namias l^.nked these anomalous winds to the large scale SSA
anomalies of these years and also presented correlations of
,the, .zonal wand and sea-surface temperatures vrith season. A
strong negative correlation was noted for the winter oase. i
i
,^
As a result of these empirical studies by ^iamias
and those of Bjerknes (196fi, 19b9), the role of the oceans
as a lower boundary ^.n atmosphera,c pz°edict^.on models has re-
cea.ved greater emphasis and - it has become inereas^.ngly im-
partant to pred^.ct SST variata.ons accurately. Atmos^iheric
response to-SST anomalxe^s is one of the mayor problems of
meteorology today and it is generally accepted that accurate
long-range weather forecasting is not possible un^.ess SST
i
variations can also be_predicted.
Initial attempts at extended and long-range numer-
i.cal weather prediction utilized models in which the SST
field- was specified climatologioally and did not vary with
t.^.^►e. A series of ._.experiments ^.n which SST anomal^.es were
superimposed on the climatoligical SST fields_, was conducted
`^
independently by Rowntree (1972), Spar (1973}, and Houghton,
et al: {1^7^) , to determine the influence of large--scale
SST anomalies in such atmospheric general circulation models.
These experiments shored that the model atmosphere , ^.s indeed
sensita.ve to large, persistent SST anomalies, and that re^-
mote as vre31 a,s local effects can be significant...
Later experiments by Spar and Atlas (1975} and- Spar.,
'	 Atlas and Kuo `(7.975), in which synoptic rather than clmat-
`°	 ologcal SST f^.elds were. - specified ih an atmospheric model,
a.ndiaated that the use of specii'ed synoptic SST. data or the
.^^_.:
^i
g
daa.ly updating of such fields does-not ne^se:ssarily resu3t
in an improv'ernent of the atmospheric predictions, This a.s
part^,ally due to the loss of predi stability in euch i^vdels
Sommerville et al. 1974, Druya.n et al, 1975, Sea.dman 1975)
and the poor qualzty o^ s3^noptie SST data ^Saur 1g^3, - Pao et
al. 1972, Jastrow and Halem 1973, Smith et al. 1974, Rao
1974) .	 .
Despite these somewhat negative results, the pre-
diction of SST variations remains as one of the most im--
portant problems in long—range weather forecasting, and
such preda.ct^.'ons would no doubt benefit the maritime and
fa,shing industries as we11. Although empirical methods
have been devised (N"amias 1968, lgb9, 1972: x-973, Hammond
1974) t^ utili^e . SST predictions for long range forecasting,.
1
the major thrust of recent research has been to develop 	
3
predictizTe ocean models which could be coupled to atmos— 	 ^
pher^.c general circulation models. The predictions for
both the atmosphere and oceans-could then be carried out
simultaneously, allowing the predicted changes x^ each medw
ium to affect the 'other.. It would . thus be possible to study
the complex interactions which result Exam anomalies ^^. 	 I
both--the atmosp^.ere and ocean..	 _
the purpose of this particular study is to level—
'	 op an advectve mixed-=layer ocean mod^l_by inaarporating the
effects of hori^orital temperature ac^vectvx^ a:nta an a^.^eady
exa.sting mixed-layer model, and then to study the role of
temperature advection in the pred^.ction of sea-surface tem-
perature variations. ^Yhile this rradel was designed for the
purpose of eventually coupling it to an atmospheric model,
no attempt has been made to do the coupling in this study.
Instead this study will serve to demonstrate the effect of.
advection by mean ocean currents and indicate how anomalies
in the atmospheric circulation can result in SSm variations.
This latter point should be extremely important for x^redic^-
tive runs as well as for simulation studies with coupled
atmosphere-ocean models.
5peca:^ic objectives of this research are to deter-
mine (1} if advective effects are significant within the
mixed--layer .ocean model, (2) if the inclusion of advection
results in an improvement in the acc^,aracy pf the SST predi c^-
Lions, (3) for which- regions (and time;} _advective effects
are most important, (4) the relative ^,mportanee of advection
and mixed layer deepening- in predicting sea--surface temper.-
ature changes, and (5) the effect of anomalous wa-nd=genera:tsd
ocean currents on the development and maintenance of SST
anomalies within the model. In order to ..carry out these
objectives, the adve -cove scheme must include the advective
^ffeats of-:anoma^.ous wind^-gencrated currents as we11 as mean
ocean currents.
i
,;;
-^
{
i
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After a brief rev^. ew of ocean modeling, the de-
velopment of the advective mixed-layer ocean model and
results of experimentatzan with this model will be presen-
ted. Three phases of experimentation were conducted ^.n
order to r^arry out the ab gve ob^ecta.ves. These consisted
of; ^l^ climatological si.mu.lation, ^.n wh^.ch the model's
aba.lity to predict climatological SST variations was.eval-
uated, (^} sensitivity tests, a.^ vrhach the effect of anom-
alous winds was determined, and ^3} a synoptic calculation,
^.n which an attempt was made to predict the observed thirty
day SST change from January 1 to January 31, 1974•
•	 ^
1
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2. ^teview of Ocean Models
2.1 Backgro^a.nd
As stated by .Miller {193}, there are. two primary
approaches to the development of ocean models suitable for
coupling to atmospheric models. The first- of these is the
development of baroclinic models of the entire (three-^
dimensional.} ocean which are based on , the principles of
conservation of mass, momentum, energy, heat, and salt.
In these models, the finite difference approximations to the
Wavier—Stokes , system of equations (Bryan 197.5) - are simpliw
Pied by assuming that (1) dens^.ty differences in the ocean
are negligible in comparison with 'she mean density, and
	
^^
therefore. the mean density carp be substituted. .for the actual.
de^.sity everywhere but in .the buoya^.cy term (the Boussinesq
approximation}, (2} the vertical scale in-the ocean is much
11 ^ tha th h rig nt^-1 seal a d th r fore the verticalsma er
	
n e o	 o ^.	 e, n	
^ e
acceleration terms are negligible in comparison with the
buoya^icy term, (3) molecular viscosity is negligible, (4)	 ^
-the- depth of the. ocean is small in campariso^? with the earth's
radiusp and (5} the angular velocit^'of the ocean's mota.on
3
is much smaller thar the earth t s_angular velocity. Various._.. 	 ^
other simplifying assumptions are a.ncluc^ed depending on the
part^:cular model.
IIn recent years, a number of such general ocean
circulation models (Bxyan 1969, 1975, Cox 1975, Takano 197)
have. been developed. ltlhile models of this type a Y_^e desirable
for the study of oceanic processes and indeed necessary far.
the long--term integrations of climatic studies, they in
general da not adequately resolve the upper lairer of the
oceans and also have very long response times when coupled
with atmospheric moc^el^s. The second approach to ocean model-
. a.ng is to model the active upper layer. of the. oceans only.
Since these models have short. response times. when coupled
' vrith atmospheric modelsx they are considered to be preferable
for .chart and medium-range predicti.ans
Two bas^.c approaches-ta modeling the upper ocean.
3
exist.- The first approach is to account . for SST changes
s
wholly in. terms of radiation, heat e^.change with the atmos-
a
phere, ^ - anal -heat transfer. within the oceans. T^zese models
are e?them two ar three-dimensional in character and do not 	 ^
account for temperature changes due to mixed-layer deepening
or the formation. a^ new mixed layers ( , e . The r!mxed-layer
.depth-does not vary with t.me). The.. second approach is to
develop a model which is capable of predicting mixed =layer..	 '^
de h ^chan es. Models of this t e are enerall -one-d^,men-Pt	g	 yP	 g	 Y
. :.si gnal in ^.ature and therefore' do not ad^c^uately account
for horizontal heat transfer processes within-the-oceans.
.^' .
^n
A^.1 0^ the models of th^.s type, to be discussed
herein, are based primarily on the application of the
thermodynamic energy equata.cn to the upper layer of the
	 ;i
-	 ocean and uta,li^e Ekman° s empirical formu^.a (^.) to relate
dr^.ft currents in the upper -ocean to the law level atmos--
pheric winds. .As mentioned earlier, I s^am^.as (1959) was
among tYie fir^^t to apply ^kman's formula (1) in an empir^-
ica^. study of ^^m anomalies. His model assumed that
ariomalaus 5ST changes resulted entirely from anomalous,
horizontal advectian and therefore,
^T	
I
i^,
model.. Jacob (197} incorporated this second advection
term and an anomalous heating term (derived from empirical. -
formulas), into Namias^ model and performed his calcula-^
bons over a constant mixed-layer depth of 50 meters
throughout his grid. These experiments indicated that the
inclusion of these terms resu^:ted in a significant-improve
vent in the SST predictions for a. .two: week to one month 	 -
period. However Jacobs' model was not able to account for-
-	 all of the large SST anomalies which were observed,.
Adem (19.70} developed a model far the entire
Northern Hemisphere (with the exception of the Indian Oceari)
_	 !
.which was based an the application of the .principle. of cones
ssrvation of mass as well as the thermodynamic energy.:
equation. His model included mean and anomalous advection,
horizontal turbulent di^f^sion,-heat sour^ees and sinks and
'
	
	
vertical exchange between the. upper ocean and . the. region-be-
low the thermocline.' He assumed that_ - the.nixed-.layer depth
etas constant at ei hey ^0 or 100. meters and, perfarmed his
calculations for both values..' 'His experiments demonstrated
the usefulne s of applying mean and vrind drift: currents to
the SST field in order to account - for advection as well as,
the relative importance of hori^aiital temperature adve'ctoxa.
in this model.
Clark (1gT2) performed experiment s ^i►ith a model
which included'heat ` source and-sink terms and anomalous 	 -
advection only, He canputed Sal' anomalies thet would result
from -the inclusxan of only advection, evaparatiu •e heat ex=
change, or•to^al surface heat exchange indiv^.dually, These
experiments showed -Shat the advectively compnt^d SSm anomal---
ies are closely re^.ated to atmospheric pressure anomalies
and that anomalous advection can be an important factor in
. , bringing about anomalous SST variations. However, as indica--
ted earlier by E^ber X1961} and Namias (1972),. and as stated
by Clark (19`l2} the am^iss^.on of mixed--layer depth changes
i.n thesE calculations is a serio^.s deficiency and therefore
.such changes should be included ^.n any predictive mnde'1 ar
specification procedure far SSA variations.
^. 2
}	 However, Ekman realized that his theory was axe eversimpli--
fication and stated that the coeff^.cient of eddy visco-city
^	 cannot be coi^starit when the density of the wat^^;r z.s not
(;
{	 un^.form (as is the case in the real ocean) .
NiunK and Anderson 11948) developed a density
stratified . model of the upper ocean utilizing eddy coe^fic-
ients of viscosity and conductivity which varied with depth,
They :obtained a steady state (non-dime ^.ependent) solution
for the distribution of temperature and velocity with depth
which accounted for the upper mixed layer .and the thermo-
..-_ ^ ^	 cline-below. However, their computations yielded thermo-
cline depths which were in general less than half of the
observed..dep^^hs and. they were .only able_-to apply the^.r_theory
where evaporation was small, the heat flux was positive, and
advectian was negligible.
other steady state models of .the thermocline have
been developed by Ktaigorodsk in 1950 and Kraus-and Rooth
,.
ih 1:961- (see Kraus and 2^rner, 19&7)	 Kitagoradsk campu-^ed
_	
,
the. depth of -the _mixed layer frame the :balance between the '
.	 mean ^NOZk of the wind stress and he ^vor^ requ^red,to mi
incom^.ng heat downward, whi^.e Kraus and' Rooth' shv^^ed how. the {
absorption of heat-.through a, finite depth in aon^unctigxi w.th	 1
a net heat loss at': the surface (through 'evaporat^:an9 canduc--
__
Lion, and lang^wave radatiaxi) resulted in eonvectzon wzthxi
`(	 the mixed layer, In recent years several t^.me-^dapendent,
4	
,.
--	
._	 ^
_.	
_ ..
1	
1	 ^	 t
1 ^,
ane-dimensional mixed-layer ocean models have been developed..
for. the puxpase of short and medium-range SST prediction.
These models wh^,ah are pr^.mari^.y 'based on the conservation
of heat and mechana.cal energy, as well as suitable 3^eundary
ecnditions,. provide reasonable predict^:ons for the changes
^n m^.xed^-layer depth and sea surface temperature, Bvt oe--
cause of the assu^.ption of a horizontally homogeneous ocean
•
	
	 in these models and their one--dimensional nature, they neglect
or da not adet, uately take. account of important dynamical
'^	 effects.such:as advectian of heat by har.izontal ocean cur--
-	 rents and upwelling and downwelling.
The first realistic time--dependent model of.the_
seasonal ^hermocline was .developed. by Kraus and burner (1967}.
They assumed, that heat fluxes into the mixed layer and masse	 3
.entrained at the bottom of the 1-aver are instantaneously
_	 mixed uniformly throughout the layer, and. . thereby considered 	 +^
-the mixed. layer to be vertically homogeneous. As a result
_3
of this assump •tion,,it was not necessary far them..ta utilize. 	 ^^
eddy- caeffcien.ts ^:n their formulation. For the case. of cori-- ^
	
	 l^
start mixing . by J^ight winds (a^pproximatEly equal to 5 meters	 ^
;L
•	 per second}, they were - able to obtain quantzta'^^.ve as .well
as qualitative predct3:ons-far variations in sea-surface 	 ;
..	 temperature and mixed-layer_ depth, It was fo^znd that their
model's predictions agree reasonab^.y well tivith oceanic ab- 	 - -
servations and wzth earlier laboratory experiments (Turner
and Kraus. x967.},
	
^.. __	
^	
-
Zn a subsequent laboratory experiment, Kato and
Phillips (l9&^) studied the develo pment of a mixed layer in
an annular tank. They applied a constant stress to the
surface of an initially quiescent fluid with a un,^.form den-
sity gradient, and .observed the grovrth of a turbulent layer
,by entrainment of .the under],ying fluid. It was found that
the rate- o^ increase of the potential . energy of the stratified
-
	
	
fluid is proportional to the rate of dissipation of kinetio
energy in the turbulent layer, an:d that the thickness of
thi.^ turbulent layer increased as the time to the one-third
power. Kato and Phillips reasoned that these.. results should
be directly` appl^.cable to -the real ocean.
penman (1973)-developed atime-dependent,_ one-
dimep:s^.anal model of the upper ocean, wh^.ch is -essentially a
.	 generali zaticn of the Kra^.s anc^. murner model and is consis-
tent with the results of Kato"and Phillips. phis.model..
-
	
	 assumes that the ocean is a,stably stratified, incompressible:
flu:d obeying the ^aussnesq approximat^.an, and it ygnares
wave-induced dyr^amiaal effects. The. ocean is considered to
be horizontally homogeneous except that indirect'effe^ts can
result from the non-zero curl of the w^;nd stress.
1'^.gure 1. illustrates the fundatriental parameters
and boundary conditions of ^ the ^}enman model. From 'this figure,
-	 it .can be seen that the vertically homogeneous mixed layer is
_^^^,^
I•.
bounded ox^ the bottom by a temperature discontinuity, bPlaw
which ^. c.limatalogica^. temperature gradient. is specified.
the vert^.cal temperature profile may be specified there-
fore in. ^exms of three variables: .
 Ts- (the temperature of
th,e mimed layer}, T.h (the temperature immediately below
the mixed layer), and h (the mixed-layer depth}.
From the conservation equatia,n^ for thermal-and
mechanical energy: Denman derived the ^a17.cw^.ng set of three
first order ordinary differential equations. far the predic^-
tian of these vax^.ables:
dTs ^ ^ L ,^ (G--D ] +h(B+He+?3s) +R{h-y-2+Y-le^yh^ ^	 ^^}
at	 .tea
i ^^ ^ ^ i^
18
and R represent the surface fluxes of the net long-wave
ra^ia-^aon, latent heat, sensible heat, and short-wave solar
radiation, all di.va.ded by pcp -where P and cp .are the den.-
sity and specific- heat of seawater respectively, i.e.
lR s B : Hi s HS} ^ pc ^R^, B^, Hey, Hsi)
P
where the ^ denotes that these fluxes- are at the sea .surface.
the set of coupled equations (^--^) is similar to
the predictive equations of Kraus and b'urner's {196`l) model.
However, Kraus and .Turner solved their model analytically
`	 on a time scale^of months whereas this model is solved numer--
-	 ically on a tS.mf^ scale of days. .Because of this, the boundary
conditions for .the Denman.model have been formulated somewhat
more precisely. Specif^^.cally, the- Denman model includes a
-	 spec^.fied temperature gradient below. the temperature discoxz--
	 1^
tinuty and allows the penetration of solar radiation into 	 a
this region.
	
-	 ^	 i
1
^bviausly the predictions of the , above, .system of	 j
equations depend. very strongly on the . value - of the Heaviside	 1
step function H. If H = 1, then the model is ire. a wind dom--^	 1
i
-	
I
i.nated.regme and the entrainment .mixing term {w + dhfdt) e
ixieluded in { 4 } Under these conditions, the mixed layer zs
deepening and-cold- -water<from below the temperature discon
tinuity- will be entrained ix^.tb the mixed Layer. due to the 	 -
^_ .
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work done by turbulence against the buoyancy, The ^^empera-
ture of the mixed layer would tend to decrease due to this
^.L;fGt^.t.
.When H = ^, the model iS in a heat-dominated Te-
gime and there is no entra^.nment mixing term in (^ ). Since
the absorption of .solar radiation is g^^eatest near the sur-
face of the ocean axed all of the ava3.lable turbulent energy
from the wind stress must be used- to redistribute this heat
. uniformly throughout the mixed layer, ^nane of the. energy is
available to deepen- the mixed layer further... Therefore, in
this case., the mixed-layer depth will rr;main unchanged or
under: conditions of rapid heating and .low .winds, anew shall-
ower mixed layer of:warmer water wi1.1 form. This new mixed.
layer-would be superimposed onthe old temperature profile
a
and there would thus be more than one temperature disconti,n-
7
city in the profile.
penman performed a number of experiments with_-this	 ^
model for both the wind--dominated and heat^do^iinated regimes.
Far- the - wind-dominated case, he found than (1} doubling the
turbulent energy ava^.lable far mx.x^.ng over a two day period,
.;
produced a significant increase (almost 3^ga) in the mixed-
t
layer depth, (2) decreasing the stratiz"ioaton in the model	 ';
to one half of its original value resulted in asmaller -.'but	 '
still important effect an mixed layer depth, (3} typical
20
r	 ^
summer heating rates (solar radiation of ¢00 cal, cros -^ day^'1
-2	 -^.
coupled with bank radiation of -^0 cal. em.
	
day ) d^.d not
f significantly affect the mixed--layer depth, and (¢) 3.arg^
evaporative heat losses (typical of winter conditions)
coupled w^.th high winds cause strong convective mxx^.ng which
does have an important effect on the mixed layer,. For the
heat dominated .case, he found that the pred?eta.ons off' the
model. are sensitive to the value ^f the extinctx.an c^effic-
ient and that decreasing this extinctior^ coefficient to one
half of its original value ^.ncreases the m^.xed^-layer depth	 !,
signiiicantly (70^ in the ,case . studied). He also found that
if .the extinction term was not retained ^.z^. the region below
_	 the mixed Layer,: that. the mixed-layer. depth was overestimated
by 15^.
Denman and Miyake (1873) utilized the .Denman model
to predict ,S,ST and m^.xed--layer depth changes - at Ocean Station
Papa during a twelve day period iron 13 to 24 June, 1970,
Ocsano ra hic observations, described'^.n their paper, indi-g p	 ^
cote that during the summer, sensible and ls.tent heat fluxes,
horizontal temperature advection, and vertical advection from
k	 below the ma.xed layer may all tae neglected at this location
F	 (5O ITT, 145 t'^') in the Pacific Ocean. Under: these conditions,
:,
the.format^:on of a shallow mixed layer ^f warm water is caused 	 `^
primarily by intense solar-radiation and low wind seeds,
'^	 ^	 -
rjn
G .'►
Deepening of the layer is induced primaril3r by the increased
w^.nds accompanying atmospheric storms. For this period the
Denman model's preda.ctions of SST agreed well with observe»
Lions and the model, t s profiles did simulate the time»depend
ent behavior of the mixed-layer,
Twn-other one-dimensional models have been developed
to predict 5ST variations and to explain the time-dependent
behavior of the mixedr .layer, Pollard, Rhines and Thompson
0.9.73}.developed a model, which 1i^e Denman^s,describes the
response of -the upper ocean to an imposed wind stress and
heat flux. In the ^]enman model, part of the available tur-
bulent energy from tie wind stress induces a slosv erosion of
the stably .stratified, quiescent ^.ayer below the mixed layer.
However, in the .Pollard, Rhines and_Thompson model, avaa.labl.e
turbulent energy is used to drive inertial motions within the
mixed layer. These motions allow for amore rapid erosion of
the stably stratified layer and therefore a more rapid mixed»
layer deepening. Miler (1973) has developed a model which
includes both of these erosion mechanisms. He states that
both of these processes are important at different times..
However the necessity for including inertial motions for S5T
prediction is not well established...
As prev^.ausly mentioned, there has been a majar
effort in recent years to develop coupled atmosphere-oeean
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model,, and for short and extended-range prediction, a.t is
desirable to utili2e a model of the upper ocean for this
purpose. At the Gnd^ard Insta.tute fox Space Studies (G^SS^,
the one dimensional mixed-layer ocean model developed by
I7eaunan has been adapted for global use in conaunction x^ith
the GISS atmospher^.c model by Miller X19?4}. This GISS ocean
model has a horizontal grid spacing of ^-° in latitu^.e and 5n
in longitude. Despite the fact that this is a global grid,
the on.e-dimensional nature of -the Denman model has not	 .
changed and the predicti gns at each point are carr^.ed out
independently. Some modifications to the original Denman
madel have. been made by Miller in order. to ^.mprove the SST
	 9
and mixed-layer depth predictions. These wi11 be da.scussed
br^.efly ^n the next sections.
As a result of the initial expErimentat^.on with
th^.s GISS ncean model and for the purposes listed in the in
troductian, an advective mixed-»layer o- p een model hae begin
developed by inaorporata.ng advective effects into - phis model.
In order to account.far the horizontal adveot^.nn of heat at
each gxidpoin^, the assumption of a hor-zontally homogen-
eous temperature f^.eld for . the entire ncean .has been elin^--
looted (thus ^llasving for horizpntal temperature gradients)
:^	 1
and a mean and anomalous wind driven current field has been
super^.mposed on the gxid. By taking this approe.ch ue stx11
L	 f..	 ^	 ^_.	 ^	 _	 .	 _	 _^^	 ^
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allow the modified. Denman model to account for the effects
of solar and back radiatia^l, sensible-and Latent heat ex-
change with the atmosphere, and mixed
—
layer depth changes
`	 at each point,. while the superimposed . current fie^.d ecrves
i
	
	
to couple the gridpo^.nts through the advection of heat and
mass.
i
a
{
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3.. Description of the_ P_dvecti.ve Mixed-Layer Model
3.1 Basic mheory
•	 With the exception of the advection scheme, the
model to be descri7aed herein is almost identical to the
Denman model and therei'are our approach will be very sa.m^
filar. As in the benman model, vre assume that the ocean
is a stab^.y stratified, incompressible, 'fluid obeying the
Boussinesq approximation and ignore x rave induced dynamical
.effects, molecular heat fluxes .and the viscous generation
of heat. VVe do pat however, assume that the entire--ocean
^s hor;a.zontally homogeneous in all properties at this time.
Thus our derivation vrill include- horizontal ^.dvecoon terms
for heat and mass. Horizontal turbu:ient diffusion tivill be
assumed to be negligible when compared to-.the other heat ex-
change processes (Clark 1972) .and vi^ll not be .included. It
aan be argued (Bathen 19:71} that lateral diffusion is im-
partant in certain regions. ^Z uhozzgh this is probably true.,
these effects will not be considered. here:
Figure 1 depicts the-main parameters and processe s
of the Denman model. The ` GZSS aaean model profile is only'
slightly difzerent from this and is depicted in four forms
irz Figure ^
1J
i
l	 I I
z,
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^ ►^hen the model is ^.nitialized, the initial. temperature pro--
file at a gridpaint wi11 be similar to that shown .in Figure
, 2a. This structure consists of a ^rertically homogeneous
mixed layer bounded by a temperature d^.scontinuity, below
which two temperature gradients are specified. The upper
.	 ^	 temperature gradient a--z^ h	corresponds to the seasoxxal 	 -
r
thermocline while the lower one ^^^ 	 carresponds to8z h max
the . temperature gradient below 100 meters. This structure
is somewhat mare realistic than ^enman t s for modeling an
entire coalingseasan.
During the cooling season the mixed layer deepens,
-and by the end of this season the mixed-layer .depth is gen-
erally between 10.0 ..and 200 meters. in mid latitudes (Miller
-	 ^,g74). the solid line in FigurE 2b represents atypical pro-	 ^
.	 :;
file at the end. of the cooling season . {Miller 1974)0 .The
deep$ning of the mixed layer is arbitrarily cut aff at a
maximu^i depth of 200: meters. if this point_is-reached, :then
a
the mixed layer continues to cool until. the tem perature.. jump
at the bottom-gees to zero ar a heating regime begins. When
the heating regime begins, anew '(shallower) mixed layer:'^orms 	 ^
at-the surface and this is superimpased ` on the .preceding tEm-
perature'profle, Tn this. case, there is a new isothermal
.layer and temperature discontinuity {as s-hewn by the dashed
line in Figure 2b) . The temperature gradiett 'immediately be-^ 	 -
law.th^.s is initially set. equal to the remainng.portion of
^^	 ..
2?
the old isothermal l a er a.e. 8TI
	
y)	 ^'heY	
^^	 3z h	 ^, initiall
initial heating regime nro^ile that would re-salt from this	 '^
is represented by the salad lane in Figure 2c. As the heat--
ing regime continues a shal^.o^rer mixed. layer -forms anc^ this
new layer is superimposed an the preceding profile. This
is illustrated by the dashed lane in Figure 2c. At this
r
stage, the profi^e ^.s geometrically adjusted to assure that
there are equal areas of warm^.ng and cooling on each side
of the upper temperature discontinu^.ty. This eliminate:'
this-.temperature d^.scontinuity and yields a new temperature
gradient 
^z^h	 as il:^ustrated by the dotted line in Figure
2c. The complete profile which would result from this pra^
cess is depicted in Figure 2d.
The advecta.ve madel'sprofile is exactly the same
..
as that described above except that horizontal ocean cur—
rents-are-included in the mixed layer. l'hese currents are
averaged ^trithzn the mixed layer, and far simplicity it is
assumed that - the current speed goes to sera at the bottom-
of the m^:xed layer.
^i	 ^
3 . ^ Nadu. Equations
T^olZawing Denman (2973) the thermodynamic energy
equat^.an far the. ocean . may be written as
dT/d^ ^ ^
Tf pCP	
^ ^ }
where T is the temperature and QT is the heat source, due
tQ absorption of salax radiat^:an.Denman (19'3} makes the
assumption that RT W YR,^aYz , where z is the negative depth.
in the ocean.. Tf we substitute this expression rota the
time. averaged, Eulerian, turbulent farm of (6) we obtain
Y^
P
ts)	
^^}	
t3^	
;^
where ^^ is the horizontal current velocity and the primes
in this and the. fol3.owing equations denote perturbation
quantita^es, i.e. deviat^.ons from 1oca1, climatological mean.
values. term 1 ^.s the local change of temperature,. term- 2
represents the ha^izantal.temperature advect^.an by ocea?Z
currents, and term 3 is the local divergence of turbulent
heat flux. ^n tha.s equation! the vertical temperature ad-
vection term w ^^ has been e7.im^nated because- cif the absence
of vertical temperature` gradients w^_thiri the mimed layer,
and horizontal eddy diffusiran-has beer; neglected. - 	 ^
Denman (1'9?3) employs Philli-es (lgfi6) turbulent
i
kinetic energy equation,
^ (c^} ^ -5 , w , 85 8 [w' gyp' ^„ c2}^ W ` A'g _ ^	 ^$}	 ,8t ^	 8ti ~ aZ	 po	 ^	 ^ pp	 r
^{1}	 (2)	 {3}	 {^}
where c represents the eddy kinetic energy., S represents.	 i
i
the .mean horizontal current in the . mixed layer, P denotes
pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration,..and s re-	 ^;
-	 presents the rate of .dissipation of turbulent energy. , ,This
equation. is used_. without r^adificat^.on in the advective model.
on the assumption that the horizontal advection of kinetic
-	 energy ie negligible.
'
	
	 In equation g r term 1 represents the time rate: of
change of k^.netic`ene^gy of the_.turbulent mstion, which
:'^
aceordin to Denman 1973}, is ne l ^.bl sma11. Term- 2	
3
represents the rate of productian^vf turbulent energy by -the
turbulent Reynolds stresses, whick^ a.ct on the-mean current
'^ shear. - Term 3 is the._local divergence of the vertical trans-
port of turbulent meehaxiical energy- ^Tt pis this term which
serves to instantly min the turbulent energy un^.form^.y through-
out the layer.) Term 4 is the rave of turbulent energy lass,
due to work done against the loti^^er density gradient.- The 	 ^
elimination of term l results in a steady state relat^.onshp,
expressing the balance between energy svurc.e and sink- terms,
'	 Thus. the stead3r state mechanical energy equation for the
,;
^.. __
0
It ^.s now„necessary to consider the application
of the principlES ^f conservation of heat and mechanical
-
	
	
energy (equations 7.and 9) to the mixed layer, the interface
below-_the mixed layer,_ and the region below this interface.
Although Figures 1 and 2 depict an artificial temperature
discontin^i`^y at Z = --h it is more reasonable to consider
the ^.nterface between the - mixed Mayer and lovrer layer as
having some thickness	 qh , 'phis is illustrated in ^'^.gure
^, which is taken direct^:y from Denman's (1973). paper,
.Denman (1973).evaluates the ma-xing entrainment at
the bottom of the mixed layer ^w`T^^_ h} by a.ntegratin^; the
thermodynamic energy equaticn across the interface
-h+Qh
	
-	 -h+ h ,Y
8T	 aT	 ^	 ^ ^	 YR^e Z
.	 f [fit+^ • OT+w^Z+az (w T }] = I	 P^ az	 t^.o}
—^	 az -h	 P
..(Note that iri (^.o} the :vertical a^.vection term has been in-
''
	
	 eluded snce:tha.s region s `below the mixed layer and verti-
cal.. temperature gradients do exist.) `The integration abave

^2
Tf we neglect horizontal variations in h and allow ^h-^0
as depicted in Figures ? .and 3, then fallowing Denman t^.9?3),
where H is '.the Heavisideste^ function (def^.ned previously},
At the. tap of the mixed layer, the turbu3.ent heat
flux i^ equal -^o the net heat transfer across the ocean sur-
face^ Thus,.
TaT^o - -F	 (13}
where it has been assumed that
0	 z^--h
from (^-7) it .follows that
f O w' T' d ^ ^ ^ f SS ^ w^ ^^ dZ -- w' (p + 2 }	 ^- ^ I^EdZ
--h	 ag -h
	 P O	 ^z-^	 5_h
If we let
0	 ,	 2
	
..}7
	a 	 ^=0
0
^?,^ ^ p^	 !' e d Z
^h
	
G^	 D ^and.G
	
	
P^aJ ' D ^ ^ P^a^
J
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(^-g)
^l^)
^	 I	 I	 ^ ^	 ^	 ^i
for the region below u = ^hr while at ^ - -h
dt{T-h) - yKe-Yh - (w+ at} a^
	
	
(^^)
--h
Here it has been assumed that no turbulent energy penetrates
below ^=-h and as mentioned earlier no currents exist^at
^ ^ -h ar belovr.
We can now resta-^e the complete .set of equations
for the ad^reeta.ve mixed--layer model as
at + ^ ' OT = 2 [" (G-D}+h ( B+He+Hs) +R ( h-Y-1+YW^'e -Yh) l	 (z5)h
Fi ^^+ dh^ f 2 [G-D+RY~^' (1-e-Yh ) ] -h {.B-^He+Hs+^ (1+e -Yh ? ]	 (26)dt	 h (T5-Th)
at T-h - yRe_yh {w+ a=^) az
	
	
(27)
--h
As can be seen, this system of equations is almost
identical. to Denman's (equations 3-5 in this papery and dif-
fers primara.ly in the inclusion of the horizontal adveetive
term ^ • qT in equation 25 s Ail' of the parameters for the
above model are readily available from routine meteorolagi,cal
ax^:d oceanographa^^ data with the exception of G and D. Denman
assumes that we may approx^.mate the term G - D as follows
Q
In the above equation, m is a.constant fraction of the rate
of` trarsfer of turbulent energy downward - from the wind .field
at 10 meters, and Ea the rate of work done by the wand stress
at 10 meters a.s e qual to paCl^U1^ ,	 where Aa is the denw
city of the air, C1Q is the drag coefficient at 10 meters
and x'10 is the mean wind at l0 meters. ^^liller (1975) has
found that tha.s formulation results in too much deepening of
the mixed layer during the cooling season and ha g empirically
modified (28) so that for the cooling season only
G--D - ^ g + .a hat ,	 (29)
0
where	 ^
A = f TdZ
--h
The addition of this empirical factor results ^ri a more real-
istic prediction for the change in poten:taal energy of the
mixed layer and hence the deepening of this layer during the
cooling season,
We may solve the system of equations (25 - 27) by
first separating equation 25 into advective and non-advecti.ve
darts. If we assume that there is horizontal homogeneity in
the immediate vicinity of each gradpoint but that the entire
' - ocean i:s not horizontal3.y hflmogeneous, then as Previously
no •^ed, we may utilize the modified Denman model (without the
advective terms) to account foA the SST changes due to solar
and back radiation, air-sea heat exchange, and mixed-layer
depth changes at .each gra.dpoint. The advective temperature
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change may then be computed independently at all gridpoints.
The combination of these two calculations x'esults in the
final SST prediction for each gridpoint,
this process may be .stated mare precisely by the
following steps:
1. ) Salve equations ^5-2°7 at each gridpoint wit'' the term	 ^
V • oT omitted. mhese one-dimensional calculations re--
sult in independent predictions for Ts h, and m^-h at
each gridpoint.
2.) So:^ve the adveetion scheme (tv be discussed in tote next
subsection) far all gridpoints. This results in an ad--
ditiona.l heat, flux term for the mixed layer, 	 a
i
3.) Add the predicted advective temperature change to the 	 '3
mixed layer calculation at each gridpoint and adjust-the
final prediction of 1' s , h, and m-h to account for the
addition or removal of heat from the mixed layer due to
horizontal advection.
3.3 The Advectian Sehenie
The advecti:on scheme to be desc^a.be^. herein con- l
lists o.f (^.} specifying an ocean current field for the entire
.	 horizontal gxid, (2) solvzng the ad,vective parts of the
equations for conservation of heat and mass-for the en-^ire
^7
ho^i^ontal grid, and {3) determ5.ning the .change in tempera-
furs at each gridpoint due to the net heat and mass trans»
fees at these points.
In Section 1, it eras stated that the ad^rection
scheme must include -the effects of both mean ocean currents
and anomalous wind--generated currents, in order to - carry out
the objectives of this study. As a g.neralisation of the
approach used by Adem (1970) we assume that,
= '^M + {SAD ^' ^MD ^ + ^G	 ^ ^ 0 )
In the above equation the total. ocean current ^ has been
divided into its mean and anomalous parts, where V M is the
.,f•
mean monthly or seasonal ocean curreh:t { speca^fied from cli--
mato^.ogy, SAD is ^ the drift current computed from the actual 	 't;
{observed or predicted wind) , OTC i^ the ^.r^.ft current com-
puted from. the. mean monthly or seasonal, winds, .and ^'G is an
anomalous geostrophic current, computed from anomalous changes
in the sea surface .slope.. From: - the defa.nition of the ver- 	 '
tically_averagedcurrent in the mixed layer (equation 15)
we may define;.	 ^
,:	 _	 ,
0
^M = ^ f rr^^ a ^
—h
_	 o
-	 -	 ^	 t
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and	 ^ = ^''M + ( TAD - vMD ) + ^G
Thus the total current through the mixed layer consists of
both mean axxd anomalous components« The fields of ^M which
were used in this study were prepared^by the author and are
described in the next section. As mentioned,. this field is
^^ecifa.ed and does x^ot change with time.. 
^MD represents
the pure wind driven part of ^M .and also does not .change
with time_. SAD nxi the other hand, represents.-the pure wind
driven current due to varying atmospherao winds and there--
fare a^; any instant of time ('SAD ^ 
^MD	 ) represents the
anomalous wind driven ocean current.
Both of these draft currents are computed from
Bkman theory. According to this theory (Adem 190 or Neumann
^-4. ^_
^3^)
^	 •
^^
is referred to as .the depth of friction anfluex►ce. W^.tha.n
the. layer of frictional influence, above the dep^h y the.
tata]. current transport vector as d;.rected 90 ° to the right
of the wind and its magnitude is equal to D.225 times the
magnitude bf the surface . current. These principles may be
expressed by the following formulas:
VDT -- V^ ew t^'ln) ^ -cos ^ ^ -- D Z}
(33):
where V is the component of the pure drift current at a 	 ^,DX
depth Zr which is perpendicular to the surface wind d^.rection,
^DY is the component of-the pure -drift current at a-depth Z,
which is parallel to the surface wind dareotian, V o is the
seed of the surface current, and D a.s the ,depth of frict^.on-
al influence . ^t the surface ^ = 0 and
^D^ -- V^ cos
(34}
^r
•	
^DY r 
^p sin- 4
whale at the depth , of frictional influence Z = D and
VDX V^e~^ cos (. ^ --^)
X35}
;>	 ^	 VDY ,= Vie«^ sin. t ^ -^}
.^
^^
^^	
_.
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Emp^.rical values fox the suxfaoe current Gpeed VO and the
depth of frict^.onal ^.nfluence D have been determined by
Thorade (see ^dem 1970.}. .For surface wind speeds gre-ester
.than ^ meters per second,
,^ -O.O^7.27W
d	
sin
X36)
(which is the same as equa^ian 1)
and ^	 7.6 W
sin ^
For winds speeds less than or equal to 6 meters per second
V	
- 0,4259
^.	 s i.rk	 ^ d
{37)
and	 D	 ^ 3.67
-	 5^
-_	
9,
!
From the abave formulas^we may-now state aux equa-^	 ^
tions far evaluating the pure mean or actual wind drift	 -	 #?^
velocity companents through a
9
depth h (eq^:al to the-mixed-
layer depth)
..
 as
^`	
uD __ C Q. 07.27	 ^^ cos 0 + vW sin 0) for	 W > 6 m sec_1
.	
s a.n	 ^ ^3g)
^D ^ C p,D127 , tvW cos 8 ^- uW s^.n 0)	 for	 W^> 6 m sec-Z
sin $
or
uD	 C 
{1.0259	
^^ cos 6 + u^,^ sin O)	 for -	W ^ & m sec-1
s i,ri . ^
- t39)
v,D _ C U.0259	
fvW cos 0 ^ uW sin 0)	 for	 W c 6 m sec-^"
.:.
sin ^
^^
•	 F
^^
where ud and vd are the west--east and south--north components
of the mean ar actual drift current through the mixed layer,
uw and vw, axe the mean or actual wind components in the west-
east and south-^nort^. d^.rections, B 5.s the ankle between the
wind.^nd the total. wind driven aurrent thraugh the mixed-
layer, and C is a current magn^.tude factor. In order to
determa^ne the parameters C and e, it is necessary to com-
pute the depth of frictional influence. D Pram eauations 36
ar 37 and campare this value to the mixed-layer depth. h.
if h is greater than or equal to D then we assume following
Ekman that the drift current speeds below the depth D are
negligibly small. and we set 0 = ^. ^25 and 8 ^ 90°. if h
is less than D the^^ C wi11 lie betv reen 1 and 0.2.2 .and 9
wi11 be between 45° and 90°. The exact value for C and 6
depends on the rata.o h/D.
	 .
Namias,(195^) ^ber,(1961) and Jacob (Y95 7) used
values for C and 8 of l and ^5 o respectively while Clark
09"72) and Adem (19`70) - tested their model with values of
0.225 and 90° as well, mhey found that their best results
were obtained with values of C = 1 and 9 = 45°• However
the author ^' p els that it is not reasonable to consider the
surface current (as a.ndicated by these values for- C and 8 }
to extend throughout the entire . mixed--1 ayer depth. The
approach taken here has `been to allow con^t-ergence n^ da.ver^
,-	 ^
i	 I!	 '^ V	 I	 I	 I
Bence of anomalous dr^.ft currents to result a.n changes a,n
the he^.ght of the sea surface at each primary gridpoint.
- from the sea surface slope so created, we may compute the
anomalous geostrophic current fig . The components of th^.s
geostrophic current ug and vg ark ^a.ven by the. following
formulas s
u _ —g	 b^
g	 2St sink ^Y	 -
f 40
-	 __	 g	 ^Z
vg	 Z SZ s in c^ DX
where o^ is the change in the height of the set LurfaGe, ©©^Y
and ^^ represent. the anomalous sea sur^'ace slope, and ^ 	 '
j
is the earth's angular.velocity. The. combination of-the. 	 '
'^
geostrophic and wind dritren components results in a fatal	 ^
current through the- m^.xed layer, ^whieh has a larger magni-
tude and. smal].e^ angle of deviation .from the K=ind than the
original drift currant. Th^,s approach is consa:stPnt with
Ekman's "elementary current system" (see Neumann 1968 and
provides a somewhat sounder theoretical basa. ,s for the advec-»
tion scheme.
The - grid system used in th^.s -model -is a s^.mplified
version of the "box method" (Kurihara l yE7) and has the pro- f
-	
_	
-	
-	 ^	 •^
party of consarving both heat and mass - for.the ac^vecta.ve
calculation. Specifa.ca1.13^ the grid consists of a seriGS of 	 ^'^
^	 ^ I	 ^	 ^i.	 I
gr^.d boxes, at the center o^ which are the primary grid-points
of the G15S model (described earlier}. A section of this grid
is depicted an Figure ^. each individual grid box is horizon-
tally hor:iogeneous an all properties. However, the entire 	 -
ocean is not assumed to be homogeneous. As previously men-
taaned, this approach. enables us to apply_the_modafied Denman
model. at each of the pzinlary gridpoints depicted by dots. in
Figure- 4 .to predi ct Ts , ^., and T-h none-adveeta.vely. .The ocean -
-	 current values are-computed at each of the secondary grid-
paints depicted. by circles in Figure ¢ Averaging of these
^curre^t values at the four corners of each box. results. ari.the.
net zonal and merid^.ona^. currents for that bob. This in turn
is used to account-for the net heat and mass transfer through
	 !
each box. In this manner, heat and mass are exchanged between
neighboring grid b^axes and the '^ernperature ^advecton ca],cu^.a-
_,
tion for the entire grad: is accamplzshed..
zf we consider teach primary gric3^oint to be sped-
. .faed by the index i, j (t,^here the ^. valur^ represents the lc^ngi-- _
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^ ^u^-+z, 7+i ^ u^.+2 r ^-2) flY^ h mean
`	 ^	 ^ ^ ui_2 r 7^'a + ui"^', ^_2 ) flY^ h mean
(4 ^.')
- p(v: 2,7 ^'+=v• ^,j z) flX. h mean.-	 2	 ,7.--	 +	 1.+- ^ +•--	 ^.
•	 ^ (vir2 
r 
J_z + '^'i+^^,^_^) flX^ h meanr	 -
where flY^ is the distance between secondary ^ gridpoints
(equal to ^° of Latitude), qXi is the distance between sewn-
dary i gra.dpoints {equal to 5° of longitude) , and h :mean is
^.
the mean depth. of the ocean current across tha4 side of the
grid box.	 Summing up these four. transports results in the
net mass transport into th4 box.. X^ there is net mass can-
f
vergence into the box,. then ^1Z {the change of the sea surface
height at the: primary gridpo^nt). wiLL be posa.tive and the sea
-	 surface will rase. 	 If there is a net divergence for the: box,
then d^ wiLl be negative and the. sea surface will fall. 	 .From
a
the neat values for ^ at each_ primary -gridpoint, the anomalob,s -
geostrophie current ^g can be computed from equations 40.
These equations can be restated xn finite - difference form as ^
- .	
ug = ^ ^ sin c^	 2^Y^.
(4Z}
g	 2 5t sin $	 2dY
.;
'.
..^.,.
^I
Zn order to campsite the heat fluxes into 'the box.
we must consider the difference in temperature between
VJdter inside the box and the water surrounding the box:
heat f3.sixes across each side of the box may be comgutec
. ...__._ ._ ._-- --
	-- .
	
___. _--
	 --	
_..._...-- -^^-
	
Tsz. ^ } . TSB-+fir -^(puTs}i+
z ► ] - poi±z r 7 {	 ^	 )
^7
The thermodynamic energy equation for the advecta.ve
pa^:t of the calcul.at^,on is
8^ ^ -u ^x 
-v 
8y	 {^3)
where u and v are the west-east and south-north components of
the total. current in the mixed layer. b^ultiplication of this
equati^an by the density p and combination with the continuity
equation results in the flux form o^ the advective equation,
at (pTs ) = - ^ (psiTs ) .. ^^ (pvTs ) .	 {44 }
ai
^8
^, 	 The ^.00al temperature tendency within the box is then cad.--
`	 cu.lated from the d^.vergence of the heat f3.ux, and the
temperature. at each gridpoint is predicted by the Euler
method. Stated .simply, the pre^da.cted temperature at the
.	 primary gridpoint ^.s equal to the original heat content
ca" the box p^.us the heat flux into the box, divided by
the nevi volume of the box.
^-^
^. Climatological Simulation with the Advective Nixed-layer
N^odel
The a.nitial phase of experimentation with the ad--
vective ma.xed--layer model was desa.gned to (1} test the
model's ability to predict climatological SSm variations,
(2) determine if the inclusion of advection results in an
improvement in the predictive skill of the mixed.-layer model,
and (3) determine the relative importance of advectian and
mixed-layer depth changes. Two 3-month prediction experiw
menu, one in the cooling season and one in the heating sea-
son, were conducted. We shall refer to these as experiments
1 and 2 respectively.
Data for these two experiments consisted of (1)
initial conditions of the monthly mean SST and ma.xed--layer
proi'iles for each of the primary gridpoints, (2) climatol-
og^.cal values for th'e solar and back radiata.on, vrind speed,
and sensible and latent heat fluxes, at each primary grid-	
3
a
point, (3} climatological ocean current values in component
form at each of the secondary gridpoints, and (4) monthly
mean SST fields for verification. All of the SST - data for
these two experiments viere derived from the monthly mean
ocean temperature tabulation developed at the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (Washington and Thiel. l9?0}. l'he
_!	 I I	 !	 i
climatological mixed-layer profiles .were derived from the
Mechanical Bathythermograph (N;^3T) Data x^.le of the Nation-
al Cceano^;raphic Data Center. Th^.s data file consists of
vertical. profiles of temperature, with obServat^.c^ns a.^
five meter intervals. The mixed-layer depth was taI^en to
be the first paint on the profile vrhere the Qecrease of
temperature with depth is .2oC/5 meters ar mare.
ThE mean fluxes were taken directly from a tabu-
lation of such data by Schutz and Gates 0.971}. The data
used by the author to prepare the mean ocesri current field
consisted of (1) climatological observations of surface
ocean currents, obtained from the Climatological ^nc^ Deean- .
ographic atlas for Mariners, ^Ialumes 1 and 2 {1959, 1966) .
(2} a limited number of abse.rT4,tians of the vertical varia-
tion of horizontal ocean currents, obtained from the ^'aods
Hole Oceanagraphic.Institution and from several standard
oceanographic texts (5verdrup et. al. 1942, Defant 1961,
Stammel 1965, Neumann and Pierson 1966, Stommel and Yoshida
1972} and {3) a limited number of observations of -Ehe mean
density fields for the ?tlantie and Pacific oceans, also
obtained from the ^Voods Hole Oceanographic.lnstitution and
the same standard oceanographic texts mentioned above. These
sources of data enabled the a^uthar to make a subjective ap-
proximat.;:c^n to'the vertical profiles of the horizontal .ocean
^1
current at each gridpaint and hence the average horizontal
current in. the mixed .layer. Specifically the method -fallovred
was to (1) interpolate the surface ocean current values to
the prxmar3r gri,dpoints of the advective model., (2) estimate
the verb a1 variation r^=' these curre^^ts with depth Exam the
Ekman spiral theory, as described in the previous section,
(^) modify the profiles sa obtained using the limited number
of vert^.cal profile obsertrations ^^nd estimates of the geo-
strophic current shear obtained from the- density' fields,
(^.} average the vertical profiles to obtain the mean current
in the mixed layer, (5) div^.de these currents ^.nto their
west--east and south-north components, and (6) interpolate
these values to the secondary gridpaints.
Zn experiment ^. , the prediction was made from J an--
uary mean initial conditions and mean fluxes were updated
daily to drive the model. The mean ocean current values
for the three month period were specified and: remained con-
stant.. Obviously the anomalous current. terms. (^^ D
 .. ^fNID)
and yg mere equal to zero since the actual, .and mean winds
vrese the same in these experiments. SST_ predictions from
three . df^'erent versions of the ^ mixed-layer model were eval--
uated at the end of thirty, sixty, and ninety' days. Vex'sion
^^:) refers to the ari-gi^^l ^1'ex^s:iar^ of the GJ:SS ocean model.
^;n which no advect^.an ,is included, Version (D) i.s the .same
as (A) except that in this case advection by mean ocean.
currents is included.. Version (C) is the same as {R) ex--
cept that a.n th^:s case the mixed -layer depth is held con^-
start with time and therefore nr^ deepe^i xr^; .is al3owed to
occur.. This last case was included to illustrate the im^-
pt^rtance of mixed.-layer deepena.ng in the advective model,
since earlier advective models of the upper ocean (^'acob
1967', Adem 1970, anti dark x.972) did not account for such
mixed layer depth changes. A fourth version, which we shah.
refer to as Version (P), represents the persistence forecast
and is included for comparison, to determine if any of the
three forecast's possess skill over persistence.
S5T predictions were made for the entire Northern
Hemisphere (betvreen 2°N and 70 cN) with the exception of the
Indian Ocean. The results of this experiment and the one to
follow were an^.lyzed in terms of the absolute-difference be^
tweet. the predicted and observed sea-surface temperature at
each of the primary gridpoints, fflr the four diffErent ver-
sipns. The;s^ absolute errors were then added for the entire
North Atlantic and .North Pacific (between 2 oN and 70°N) and
then. divided by the total number of gridpoints for each of
these regions to yield the. average absolute error for-the
North Atlantic and North Pacific. The average absolute- temw
,perature error for the four versions of ..the model , is presenw
^^
a	 /
^^
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f,
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ted in Figures 6 and 7 for the North Atlantic and North Pac--
if3.c respect^.vely. From these figures, it can be seen that
the advect^.ve effect, as represented by the difference be-
tweeri the`A and B curves, is relativel3^ large for bpth oce^.ns
and that- the i^.clusian of advect^,an has resulted in approxi-
"	 mately a ^O^o reduction in. the average absolute error of the
SST predictions. The effect of mixed-layer depth changes,-
as represented bar the d^.fference 'bet^reen C axed B is a^.so
large. In the North Atlantic, neglect of mixed layer`vari-
ata.ons {curve C) produces a forecast which is na better than
that resulting from neglect of advection {curve A). For the
North Pacifa.c, inclusion of advection and neglect of mixed—
layer depth variations {C) produces a forecast only slightl3^
better than that of the non—advective GIST model {A}. 	 ^
Clean bath adveetian and mixed--la er de th variationsYs	 Y	 P
must be included in the ocean mixed--layer model. zn order
to determine the skill of the A, B and C predictions ovEr
persistence, the average absolute er^ar for these three
model versions was compared with average absolute error of
the F forecasts. It is .clear from these figures, that al--
though all three versions posses skill over persistence at
thirty days, only the. version B, which includes batx^ advec-
t^or^ and mixed--layer depth changes, consistently maintains
predictive skill over persistence out to ninety days. 	 +-
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tThe s,i^;ni^'icance of the advective effect is also.
^.11u^trated by Figures 8 and 9. Figure. 8 presents the error
field far version A at the end of ninety days while .Figure ^
presents the error field for version B at the. end of ninety
days: A comparison of the figures indicates that virtually
all bf the-large errors have been elim^.nated as a result of
the advective ef^eet and only a few smaller errors rema^.n.
Same of these remaining errors are due to errors in. the mean'
ocean current field while others mad be due to the simpli—_
Eying assumptions of-the mixed layer model. A comparison
of the absolute errors at each gridpoint for made versions
A - and B shows that for the North Atlantic, the predictions
were improved at '71/ of the gridpoints, remained the same
at 10^ and were worsened at 19^ of the gridpoin^s by the
inclusion of advection. For the North Pacific, the inclu-
soon of adveeta.on resulted in an improvement of the pxeda.c--
tians at G5^ of the gridpoints, while ?2^ were worsened, and
l3^ remained unchanged. Clearly-, ,errors ^.n the mean current
field are responsible far many of these advective errors.
However, improvement of the field. will probably not occur
unt^.l sufficient observations of the vertical profiles of
horiaontal ocean currents : are obtained. From F^.gures 8 and
9 it can be seen-that the largest advective effects are as-
sociated wa,th the majer c^zrrents particularly the Gulf Stream,
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Kuroshio, Labrador, Canary and Californa.a currents. AYot
e7^augh advection of heat has occurred off the west coast
of Africa or the southern ta.p of Japan, while ton much ad^-
i
vection has occurred along the east coast of the ^.Tna.ted
States.
.
	
	 In order to gain further insight ^.nto the region-
al importance of the advecti.ve effect, the average absolute
.errors have been computed for the regions of the - North At-
lantic and North Pacific between 3^°N and 70°N and 'between
2°N and ^0°N. The graphs far the regions are presented in
-
	
	 Figures 10-13. A comparison of Figures 10 and. 11 reveals
that the variability of the clima.tala^;ical SST field, as re-
presented by the P curve, is considerably larger for -the- 	 `^
na^thern region of the North Atlantic than far the southern-
-.
	
	
region, while the accuracy of the vers^.on R prPdictaons are.
similar for both regions. This means that version Rp^ssess--
es somewhat more ska.11 iiL the northern region than in the
'	 ^	 southern region and that the model is capable of predicting
.both large and small temperature changes. The advectve
effect and the effect due to mixed-layer de pth changes are
about equally large - for ,both regions. Hors+ever this latter
effect is actually slightly larger and mo pe important than
the advective effect at s^.xty and - ninety ways far the northern-
regioYi. A comparison of Figures 12 and 13 reveals simi.^ar
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results. KowPVer, the effect due to mixed-layer depth
changes is considerably larger. than the ad •vective effect
for. the northern regions of the North Pacific at sixty and
n^.ne tar days .
'	 In experiment 2, the ninety- day predictions wEre
made from June initial conditions and the mean fluxes were
again updated daily to dra.ve the model. Data for this ex-
periment was prepared from the same sources and in the same
manner as in experiment 1. The summer mean current field
differs from the winter mean current fie7:d primarily in the
fact that the currents are considerably more meridional in
dirPCtion in the tiorth Pacific while being only slightly
weaker in strength. Al p o the mixed-layer depths are much
shallovaer in the summer experiment and therefore the upper
level , currents, when averaged over the entire mixed layer,
are stronger.
• The average absolute errors far versions A, B, C
and P are presented in Fig^.^res 14 and 15 for the North
Atlantic and North pacific respectively A comparison of
these figures with Figures b and `T shows that in experiment 2
the average. absolute errors for version P is more than twice
as large as in experiment 1 at thirty days and more , than three
times as large at sixty and ninety days. l'he average absal-
'
	
	
ute error for versions A, ^3 and C is^anly slightly larger
in experiment 2. l^s a result of this,. all three of these
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versions maintain predictive ski11 over persistence through--
out the ninety period, for both oceans. The adveetive effect
and the effect due to mixed-layer depth changes are consi-
derably Larger in this expe-r3ment. This is due to the sham.-
over mixed-layer depths and stronger mean currents, as men-
t3.oned earlier,
Figures ^.6 and 1'^ illustrate the ninety clay error
fields far versions A and B respectively. From these Figures
it can be seen that the inclusion of advection has decreased
the predictive errors, although they have not been completely
eliminated. In the North Atlantic., the predictions at 64^
of the gridpoints were ^.mproved by advection, while loo re-
mained the same, and 22^ were worsened. In the North Pacific,
the inclusion of advection resulted in an improvement at 63^
r
of the gridpoints, while 21^ were worsened, and 18^ remained
unchanged. Once again, the largest advective effects appear
to be associated with the major current systems. Too much
advection of heat has occurred off the east coast of the
United States and in the northern North Atlantic while too
little advection has occurred in the northwestern and north-^
central North Pacific,
Figures 18-21 present the average absolute errors
for the four regions, previous7.y defined. These figures show
that the average absolute error of the P forecast ^.s cons^.-
s.
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derably larger for the northern regions and that this effect
is more pronounced ^.n the Pacific ocean. The advective
effect is also considerably larger in the northern regions
and the deepening effect is slightly larger than the advec--
ta.ve effect in all cases except the thirty and sixty-.day
predictions for the nort'^ern North atlantic.
^	 ^	 +
^. Anomalous Wind Sensitivity Tests
After the completion of the climatological sim-
elation experiments, several sensitivity tests were con-
ducted to evaluate the role of ocean currents generated by
anomalous winds. Specifically, these tests were designed
to determine if anomalous advectian by such currents could
be a major factor in the generation of large scale SST anom-
alies, as suggested by Namias {1872), and to evaluate the
effects of specific anomalous wind patterns. The climato-
logical predictions of the preceding experiments were set
up as control runs upon which various hypothetical anama^.--
ous winds were superimposed. The sensitivity of the model
to these winds was then measured in terms of the difference
between the S5T predictions of the control run and each test.
Data for this phase of experimentation consisted
of exactly the same data fields as described in the preced-
ing section plus the climatological mean wind fields for
the cooling season and heating season experiments. The mean
zonal and meridional wind components were obtained from the 	 ^
U.S. Navy wind atlas (Chief of Naval Operations 195). These
climatological wind components were specified at each of the
secondary gridpoints and remained constant throughout the
ninety day predictions. Hyp,^thetical wind campor^snts were
73
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also specified at each of the secondary gric^poir'cs anc^ held
constant. Wind fields used for these tests were ortainer7
by (A) reversing the climatological wind directions, {F}
doubling and (C) halving the vrind speeds, (D) doubling and
(E) halving the zonal wind components, and (F} doubling and
(G) halving the meridional wind components. In additional
tests, the major pressure and wind patterns were shifted
(H) 12 o north, or (I) i2 o
 south, or (J) 10° east or (K)
loo
 west. Finally {Z) the torque an the major anticyclanzc
gyres of the North F acific and North Atlantic was reversed.
In the latter test, the speed of the westerlies in the 35°IvT -
-55oN band .was decreased to 0.1 times its mean value, +while
the easterlies in the 20°N-35 oN band were decreased to 0.8
times their mean speed and reversed in direction. This wind
field is similar to the extreme 1.963 winter case in the IvTorth
Pacific as described by Namias {1970). However, since the
climatological SST field was used far this sensitivity test,
no attempt was made to simulate the 1963 winter SST anomalies.
The results of these sensitivity tests for the cool-
a.ng season experiment are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Table
1 presents the average absolute SST differences ( oC) computed
for the North Atlantic and North Pacific while Table 2 pre-
sents the corresponding maximum absolute differences. The
tables show that the SST variations due •to anomalous wind
'` rl
I	 i	 i
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Table 1, Average absolute differences an computed searsurfaca
temperatures (degrees C) from wind sensitivity tests
for the coaling season (Ja.nuary initial conditions}.
A.} Reversed wand directions 30 ^0 90 dais
North Atla^atac .lg . ^7 .58
North Fac^.fic .28 .bl ,8q
B.) doubled wind speeds
North Atlantic .IO ^'^"" .3^'-
North Pacific	 .17	 .36	 .59
C.) Halved wand speeds
North ^itlanta.c	 .11
North Pacific	 ,OS	 .18	 .30
^.) Doubled zonal components
North Atlantic
North Pacif^.c +
s	 •	 • `Gt+^7
E,) Halved zonal components
North Atlantic
North Pacific	 .09	 .19	 .29
	
i
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Table 1. continue
F.) Doubled meridional components 30 60 90 days
North Atlantic .08 .17 .28
' North Paca.fic .09 .19 .32
G,) Halved meridional components
North Atlantic .04 .09 .
North Pacific .04 .10 .17
H.) 12° northward shif t
North Atlantic .11 .3. ^.2
North Pacific .18 .3^ .54
x. ) 12° southvrard shift
North Atlantic .l0 .33.19
North Pacific .12 .30 .51
J.) loo eastward shift
North Atlantic ^
North Pacii'ic .09 .2© • 31
K.) loo westward shift
North Atlantic	 .06	 .12	 .22 {.
North Pacific	 .09
	
.19	 .31
^	 i ^
7^
Table ^.. continued
I^.} Retarded torque	
_30	 h0	 94 days_.
North Atlantic	 .lo	 .2n	 .33
North Pacif^.c	 .16	 .30	 ,45
Table 2, Maximum absolute differences in computed sea--surface
temperatures (degrees C} from wind sensitivity tests
for the coaling season (January initial conditions},
A.) Reversed wind directions
North Atlantic	 1.3	 2.6	 4.2
North Pacific	 2.2	 4.3	 6.9
P.} Doubled wind speeds
North Atlantic	
.	
3 .	
_._.
North Pacific	 1.2	 2.6	 4.^
G. } Halved w^.nd .speeds
North Atlantic
North Pacific .6	 1.3	 2.0
D.} Doubled zonal components
North Atlantic	 f	 •	 •
North Pacific
	 l.4
	
2.8	 4.0
4^$
Table 2. continued
F,.) Halved zonal components 3Q 60 90 days
Nort^^ Atlantic .¢ .S 1.7
North Pacif^.c ,7 1.^ 2.3
F.)
^.
Doubled meridional components
North Atlantic .9 ?..0 3 . ^
North Pacific .9 2.1 3..3
G.) Halved merid^.onal components
,. ^?nrth Atlantic ^^
North Pacific .¢ l.2 7..9
H. ) 12° northward silift
North Atlantic 1.
Nort^i 1'a cifi.c 1.? 2.2 3.4
I.) l2° southward shift
North Atlantic .Z ..
North Pacific .9 2.0 3.1
^.) 10° eastward shift
North Atlantic ,
North Pac^,f^.c .8 ?_ .1 3.7_
a
,t
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^.'ab^.e 2. continued
K. ) 10° westward sh^.ft 60 g0 days
North Atlantic .^ 1.2 1.8
North Paca.fic .6 2.1 3,2
Z, } Retard.ecl torque
North Atlantic -.
North Paoif^.c 1.l 2.3 3.5
$^
geners.ted currents can be quite largee In some re^:ions the
effect of sustained highly anomalous winds is at least as
large as the advective effect due to mean ocean currents.
The largest effect obtained was due to the rever-
sal of the wind circulation. Although such a reversal of
wands for the entire North i'acifxc or i^arth Atlantic is not
likely to oacur^persistant reversals of the wind over sma1:^--
er regions have been observed (Namias 1970). Since this
apparently represents the maximum ^=ffect of .anomalous winds,
at is useful to lock at the regional generation of SST an-
amalaes in the case of reversed winds. The SST difference
field after thirty days far this test is presented in Figure
22. Reversal of the winds produces anomalous southerly
ocean currents over the northern half of the North Pacific
and aver the northern and eastern North Atlantic, while an-
omalous northerly currents are found over the remainder of
these oceans. From Tagure 22, zt pan be seen that anomalous
warming and cooling associated with these anomalous currents,
resulted in several large SST anomalies. Anomalous warming
is found along the west coast of California where southeast
winds have replaced northwesterly winds, setting up an anam--
alous southerly current. The largest 55T anomaly however is
generated in the nortlr.^restern North Pacific. A comparison of
these differences with those computed from climatological
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Fig• 22• Sea-sur^'ace temperature anomalies (°C) generated after 3Q-
.'	 days by reversing the wind directions.
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current advection (not reproduced) reveals that this maxi-
mum SST anomaly occurs in the region where the strangest
westerly current component has been reversed. I^'urther. com-
parison of the difference field with the climatological
advecti.an field shows that every large SST anomaly coincides
with a correspondingly large wind anar^aly. S.i.^iilar resu^.ts
were obtained for all of the sensitivity tests although the
magnitudes of the differences were smaller.
The same set of sensitivity tests was also carried
out for the heating season. The summer mean wind field was
considerably weaker than the winter field. However, the
wind generated currents, when averaged in the mixed layer,
were ar.^tually slightly stranger in the heating; season clue to
the shallower mixed-layer depths. Tables ^ and 4 present the
average and maximum absolute 5ST differences for this exper-
iment. A comparison of these tables with Tables 1 anal 2
reveals that the SST changes due to anomalous wind--generated
currents is slightly larger in the heating season than in the
cooling season. However this difference is smaller than the
difference between the advective effect of mean currents in
the two seasons.
i
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Table 3. Average absc+sute differences in computed sea—surface
temperatures (degrees C} from wind sensitivity tests
for the heating season (June initial. conditions).
A.) Keversed wind directions 30 50 90 days__
North Atlantic .2¢ .¢7 .G6
North Pac it`^ c =31 ^h4 W95
B.} Uaubled wind speeds
North Atlantic	 .	 _
North Pacific	 .70	 .39
	
.61
C. j Halved wind speeds
North Atlantic	 .0	 .13
	 ^-
North Pacific	 .og	 .1g	 .31
D.} Double8 zflnal components
North Atlantic .^9	 .^
North Pacific .19	 .¢1	 .63
^.) Halved zonal components
North Atlantic 7	 .l
North Pacific .1D	 .21	 .32
+r
i
^^
	
E
I
+,
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Table 3, continued
P.) Doubled meridional components 30 60 9(:'	 da3rs
North Atlantic .10 ,2Z .33
North Pacific .13 .26 .Q^^.
G.) Halved meridional components
Nort?a Atlantic
North Pacific .00 .13 .21
H.) 12° northward shift
North Atlantic .^ ._
North Pacific .lg .37 .5^
l.) 12° southvrard shift
I^iorth Atlantic
'North Pacific	 .l'7	 .35	 .53
d.) loo eastward shift	 `^^
North .Atlantic 	 8	 .1
North Pacific	 .09	 .21	 . 33
i
^^	 .
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Table 3. continued
Z.) Retarded torq ue 30 60 90 days
North Atlantic .15 .30 .^3
North Pacific ,?_d .38 .57
Table 4. Maximum absolute differences in computed sPa^GurfacQ
temperatures (degrees C) from wind sensiti.'vity tests
for the heatzng season (June initial conditions).
A,) Reversed ^{ind directions
North Atlantic
North Pacific
^3.) Doubled wind speeds
North Atlantic
North Pacific
l,o	 ..l	 3.3
1.3	 3.0	 ^,7
0. ) H:alved wind speeds
North Atlantic	 1.0	 1.
North Pacific	 .7	 1.5	 2,4	 -
D.} Doubled zonal components
Nam vh Atlantic	 ^-
North Pacific	 1, 4	 2.7	 Q-.1
,•
,^ ,,
^I
l	 i	 4
.^
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Tab1.e 4. continued
E.) Halved zonal components 30 h0 aC?	 ciayG
North Atlantic .6 1.1 l.F
North Pacific .7 1.3 2.Q
F,} Doubled meridional components
l r^orth Atlantic 1.??? . 3 3.5
North Pacific 1 , 2 2.4 3. 7
G.) Halved meridional components
North Atlantic l,l 1.8
North Pacific .^ 1.?. 1.^
H,} 12° northward shift
North Atlantic Z.2 ?.4 3.5
North Pacific 1.5 2.7 ^.G
i.) 12° southward shift
S.) ^.Oo eastward shift
;l^
North Atlantic	 '^^-
North Pacific	 .8	 1.7	 7.8	 ;,^^
:.:
i
^^
.^
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Table 4. continued
K.) 10° westward shaft 30 60 90 dam
North Atlantic .6 1,^ 2.0	 ^
North Pacific . `7 1, 3 2.2
Z,) Retarded torque
North Atlantic -.
North Pacific 1.2 2.5 3.^	 ^
1	
^ '.
1
^
i i
`
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6. S.yno^tic Calculation
In the previous experiment it was demonstrated
that the advective mixed-layer model is capable of account-
ing for the climatological SST changes in the cooling and
heating seasons. The sensa^tivity of the SST preda.ctians
to anomalous winds was also shown. rn the third phase of
experimentation with the model, a thirty clay synoptic cal-
culati.on during the cooling season was performed. This
experiment was conducted in order to determine (1} if the
inclusion of advect^.on by mean and anomalous currents re-
sults in an improvement in the accuracy of the model's
synoptic predictions, (2) the magnitude of the advective
effect, and (3) the relative importance of advection bar
mean snd anomalous currents.
Data for this experiment were similar to those
^a.sed in the climatological cooling season experiment, and
differed primar_iiy in the use of synoptic SST fields and the
inclusion of anomalous winds. Daily observed SSm fields
were obtained from the U.S. Davy ^rleet Numerical VJea^cher
Central (FNWC). These are derived from surface ship and
buoy observations, supplemented by satellite data, and cov-
ered the North Atlantic and North Pacific from 18°N- 66°N.
Climatological mean winds were obtained from tree U.S. Navy
r	 ^	 ^	 l
'	 '	 ^.	 s	 i
-.
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wind atlas {Chief of lvaval Operations 1966) whale synaptic
winds were obtained fro^^ the Pr:arine Section of the Natzona^.
Weather Service {NWS) in New York Cit y► ,. These synoptic winds
were averaged over the thirty-day period to yield a mean
wind field for the month. The climatological values for
solar and back radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes
and mixed layer profiles (as described an section 4) were
specified at each primary gridpoint, sauce there were no
synoptic observations available for these auantaties.
Tn this experiment, SST predictions were made from
' J anuary 1, 1924 anitia? condi^ions and the mean fluxes were
updated daily to drive the model. The mean. ocean current
values, climatalo^'ical mean January winds, and mean January
197.4 winds were spec7.fied at each of the secondary grid-
points and remained constant for the thirty-day period. The
anomalous current terms wex=e then computed at e^^ch of the
secondary gridpoants and added to the mean current value.
SST predictian G were made with several different
versions of the mixed-layer model. in order to evaluate the
relative importance of these current terms, Version {A)
once again refers to ^uhe original version of the GISS ocean
model, wa.th no advection included, while Version (R) in-
eludes advectian by mean currents only. (There was no Version
-:a
C in this experiment.) Version {D) refers to the case where
^	
f	
(	 ^	
j
'^	 I
f	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ' 	 !I	 I	 ^
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advectian by both mean and anomalaus currents is included.
In Version (E) only advectian by anomalous currents is can-
sidered, and Version (P) is the persistence forecast. Tn
addition, three predictions were computed in which only
the advection, and no other model physics was included.
Versions (F), (G), and (H) refer to the cases o^ mean advec-
tion, mean and anomalous advection, and anomalaus advection
respectively. In these latter computations, i;he thirty-day
SST charge is due only to the advective effect. The results
of all of these predictions were analyzed in terms of the
average absolute errors for the North Atlantic and North
Pacific and a.re presented in Fable 5.
From this table, it can be seen that the most ac-
curate prediction was produced by model Version D in which
the mixed-layer model physics and all current terms hive
been included. ^. comparison o#' Versions A, P, D, and E
reveals that (1) the improvement of accuracy due to the in-
clusion of mean currents is small, (?) a much larger improve-
ment results when all current terms are included, and ('^)
the improvement of the predictions due to advectian by
anomalaus currents is more important than the improvement
due to mean currents in this experiment. A comparison of
Versions F, G, H and P reveals that the anomalous current
alone yield the mast accurate predictions. All model
f
1
i	 'r
9 ^.
Fable 5. Average absolute error, oC, in the thirfiy-day
SST predictions from January 1, 19?4 initial
conditions.
Version North atlantic North Pacific
Nixed-La^e^ physics p7.us
No xdvection A .75 .71
Mean Advection B .70 .b8
C^^mplete Model D . 57 .59
Anomalous !^dvection ^ .66 .h4
No^Mixed ^.ayer P^vsics
Mean Advection F .88 .95
Total Advection G .8 Q- .87
Anomalous Advection H .82 .79
Persistance P .9^ •$9
l^	 ^,	 .,
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versions maintain skill over persistence with the excPptior.
of Version F for the North Paci`_'ic.
Ire order to gain further insight into the importance
of advecticn by anomalcus currents, the maps of mean sea
level pressure for January 1974, predicted anomalous SST
change due to anomalous advecticn (Version H), and observed
anomalous SST changes are presented in Figures 23- ?_5. Figure
23 shows the isobars of average sea level pressure for January
1974. In the North Atlantic, the mean circulation was dom-
inated by are intense Icelandic low. This lovr was centered
close to its normal position but had a central pressure 22
millibars (nib.) deeper than ncrmal. The subtropical high
pressure belt in. the North Atlantic v.^as close to its normal
position and had a central pressure only l mb. higher than
normal. In t^ c North Facific, the vrestern lobe of the'
Aleution low ^;ra5 dominant in January 1 974 and was 4 mb. deep-
er t^^an normal. Meanwhile the eastern 3^TOrtit Pacific high
was centered slightly further east tha;^. normal a.nd had a
central pressure 4 mb. lo^:^er than normal.
The predicted 'and observed anomalies of thirty-day
SST change are presented in Figures 24 and 25. A comparison
of these fields reveals that there is a remarkable nualita-
five agreement between the two fields. Almost all of the
major areas of anomalous SST change have been predicted.
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Fig. 23. P,2ean sea level pressure pattern (mb.) for January 1Q74.
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Fig. 25. Observed anomalous changes of sea-surface temperature
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^ir^wever, the m^^rri^,tude s^ the ^dvect^.ve
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^n Jan^.ary ^,^^^.
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7. Summary and Conclusions
By eliminating the assumption of horizontal
homogeneity and superimposing a mean a.nd anomalous w^.nd
driven current field, the effects of horizontal advectian
of heat have been incorporated into an existing, two-
da.mensional, time-dependent ocean mixed-layer model.
^Iixpd-layer depths and temperatures in the North Atlantic
and North Pacific Oceans have been computed with the model
by means of a numerical scheme which separates the calcu--
lation into advective and rxonadvective parts. This approach
allows the original mixed--layer model to account for the
effects of solar and back radiation, sensible and latent
heat exchange with the atmosphere, and mixed-layer depth
changes at each point, while the superimposed current field
serves to couple the gridpoints through the advectian of
heat and mass.
r
Three phases of experimentation have been conduc-
ted with this model. In Section 4, the madel t s ability to
account for climatological SST variations was evaluated
through two experiments ^- one in the cooling season and
one in the heating season. These experiments showed that
{ 1 7 the inclusion of advection results in a marked improve-
ment in the accuracy of the ocean model climatology, (2)
the largest advective effects are associated with the major
-_- ^.
,^
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current systems, (3) the advective effect is larger in the
heating season than in the cooling season, and (^.) the a.d-
vective effect and the effect due to mixed-layer depth
variations are of similar magnitude.
In Section 5, the sensitivity of the model SST
predictions to various hypothetical anomalous wind distri-
butions was evaluated. The results of this phase of exper-
imentation indicate that the ocean model (and presumably the
real ocean as well) responds sensitively to anomalous winds,
and that sustained highly anomalous winds are capable of
generating large-scale SST anomalies. The largest SST
anomalies resulted from sustained reversals of the wind
direction.
The results of a single synoptic calculation. dur-
ing the cooling season were presented in Section 6, this
calculation showed that the inclusion of mean and anomalous
advection resulted in an improvement of the accuracy of the
model's SST predictions. However, for the case studied,
mean fluxes ware used to drive the model and the anomalous
currents were computed using observed rather than predicted
winds. In order to determine the model's usefulness for
predicting real time SST variations, predicted fluxes and
winds must be used, and therefore the model should be coupled
to a predictive atmospheric model far this purpose.
__.^.^
^^
the study has demonstratEd the importance of
harizor_tal advecta.on in an ocean mixed-layer Model. In
^^upling a mixed-layer ocean model to an atmospheric gen-
era. circulation ar numerical weather prediction model, it
is clearly desirable that horizontal advection be included
in the ocean as we11 as in the atmosphere, if the coupled
model is to be useful. for extended and long-range predic-
tion. It is also apparent, however, that over a period of
the order of one month or more, errors in the predicted sur-
face wind fields may generate errors in the SSA fields,
which could result in a positive feedback bf error into the
atmospheric p ediction. Pl-armed experiments w^.th a coupled
ocean-atmosphere model should help to determine hour serious
this problem is likely to be with presently available models.
..
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